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The Anaximander Mountains lie at the northeast and northwest ends respectively of the 
è-Iellenic Arc and the Cyprus Arc, in the region where the two arcs intersect each other. The 
l;lediterranean Ridge extends southwest from the mountains and the Florence Rise is 
:ontinuous to the southeast. To the north, the Lycian Promontory of southwestern Turkey 
nojects southwards toward the Anaximander Mountains. 

The depths of three peaks identifiable on the International Bathymetric Chart of the 
l;fediterranean (IBCM) are, from west to east, 1022 m, 973 m, and 927 m. A fourth peak with a 
iepth of 1155 m was observed by us further to the east. Deeper water surrounding the 
nountains varies from over 4000m in the Rhodes Basin to the west to about 2500 m in the 
l\ntalya Basin to the east. 

The 10 day 1991 geophysical and geological survey addressed the problem of the nature and 
ievelopment of the mountains. Trarispressive motion along the southeastern Hellenic Arc is 
ixpected from the relative movement of the Aegean microplate with respect to the African 
,Iate; and compressive motion is expected along the southwestern boundary between the 
rurkish microplate and Africa, in analogy to the southwestern margin of the Aegean 
nicroplate. Dissimilarities between both arcs (e.g. compared to the Cyprus arc, the Hellenic arc 
1as higher seismicity, active vukanism in the Aegean backarc, a thick acretionary 
;edimentary prism south of Crete, and a trench system) suggest interesting geological and 
ieformational differences. Using over 2100 km of seismic profiles, long-range sidescan sonar 
iata (OKEAN), gravity and magnetic measurements, and bottom samples we examined the 
,tructure, trends, and deformational fabric to determine the neotectonics, with the hope of 
dentifying influences of both arcs in the evolution of the mountains. 

At first glance the Anaximander Mountains appear to have more affinity to the Florence 
lise because they lie on two regional swells extending along the rise to the southeast. 
'urthermore there is a narrow seafloor valley separating them from the Mediterranean 
lidge. On the other hand, the southemmost peak of the mountains is roughly linear and 
,!igned with the Mediterranean Ridge trends, along with a northeast-southwest fault zone 
ying immediately to the southeast of it. There appears also from the gravity data to be a 
najor structural difference between the southwestern and northeastern peaks. The Bouguer 
momaly (density 2.67 g-cm-3) is as high as 190 mGal over the southern peak and drops to 40 
nGal along the northeastern boundary between the Anaximander Mountains and the 
\.ntalya Basin. A strong gradient of about 3 mGal-km-1 separates the southwestern two peaks 
>f the mountains from the northeastern two, and coïncides with structural and tectonic 
iivisions. There appear to be more variations in the magnetic anomaly (-30 to +200 nTj east 
lf this dividing line than to the west. 

The relative gravity high disrupts a low which follows the Mediterranean Ridge (centred 
m the Strabo Trench) and the Florence Rise. The fact that it also coincides with topographie 
tighs indicates under-compensation and suggests that the topography may still be in the 
,rocess of being pushed up. Later compensation would result both in the mountains sinking 
,ack on a down-flexing lithosphere and an associated reduction in the gravity high. The 
egional low over the Mediterranean Ridge results from a thick accretionary prism of 
,ediments lying on the depressed lithosphere of the African plate dipping into the Hellenic 
\.rc subduction system. 

Ali the Anaximander Mountains appear to be fault-bounded along their steep sides. Ail 
,ppear to be composed of sedimentary rocks which have been folded and thrusted (generally 
outhward although they ail tilt in different directions). The basement sedimentary strata 
,ave very strong reflections compared to the overlying sedimentary strata; and they are 
hought to be pre-Miocene, and probably older than Messinian as the characteristic seismic 
ignature of the Late Miocene is not observed (i.e. neither the Messinian evaporites nor the 
ough-looking erosional surface). A fragment of Early to Middle Eocene nummulitic 
imestone was retrieved along with other rock fragments from one gravity core on the steep 
ault scarp of the southern peak. One preliminary working hypothesis is that the rocks are 
rom a southern extension of the Lycian promontory of southern Turkey, in which case they 
night be continuous with the Bey Daglari and the Lycian or Antalya nappes. 

The western mountain is a north-tilted (at about 2° to 4°) sedimentary basin of about 30 km 
ong. The basin was probably tilted as a large unit as there is almost no internai deformation. 
'.he upper sediments are about 600 ms thick (TWTT, two-way travel time) on average but are 
ocally as thick as 1400 ms TWTT. These sediments are continous with flatlying sediments in 
he Fineke Basin to the north. The whole unit appears to be sliding down to the northeast 
>eneath a thick pile of off-scraped sediments which shows no coherent internai reflections in 
he seismic profiles. 

Virtually none of the upper sediments seen on the west mountain are present on the 
,outhernmost mountain. This mountain is crescent shaped because it is a northwestward 
iipping syncline with a steep southeast face exposing the edges of the folded strata. The dip of 
he strata to the northwest is about 21°. They curve westwards towards the south and can be 
lbserved cutting obliquely across the narrow valley separating the mountains from the 
v[editerranean Ridge. The distinctive seafloor pattern made by the truncated strata of the 
1orthward dipping folds in this area indicate that the folding effects strata over a wide region 
:outh of the peaks and west towards the Rhodes Basin. There are also indications of karstic 
opography in the region of low relief south of the mountains and along the Florence Rise. 

The easternmost of the mountains resembles the western one insofar as it is a tilted block of 
,ediments, but its northeastward dip is more in keeping with the expected compressional axis 
1cross the Florence Rise. Tight folding (with northwest-southeast fold axis) in the Antalya 
3asin sediments immediately to the northeast of the rise also testifies to the compression. 
rhese structures are roughly parallel to and coincident with the gravity low. The 
10rthernmost mountain lies on the same broad swell with the same trend as the Florence 
lise. The morphology of this mountain is more rugged and varied than that of the other 
nountains. 

It seems clear that there is a mixing of influences from the Hellenic Arc and the Cyprus Arc; 
10wever, there is also a discontinuity between the arcs. It may be the episodic tectonic activity 
1ssociated with the arcs that has produced the mix. Neotectonic deformation within the 
·egion of the Anaximander mountains appears to have begun only post-Miocene. 
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